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Allow me to give you a little dissertation on horse racing. No, I’m not an expert on horses, 

although I distinctly remember watching the summer Olympics as a child and thinking the 

word “equestrian” has got to be the coolest word in the English language. So maybe that 

counts for something. 

 

Regardless, I don’t know how many of you pay attention to horse racing (I most definitely 

do not) but last week was the 148th running of the premier event in the sport, the Kentucky 

Derby. And it was one for the ages! 

 

Of the 20 horses in the race, Rich Strike (yes, horses have some interesting names - I think 

“Potato Kugel” might have been a Triple Crown winner, once upon a time) was the longest of 

long shots. Entering the race as a last minute replacement for a horse that was hurt, Rich 

Strike had the lowest odds to actually win the Derby at 80-1! People around the world 

wager nearly $200,000,000 on the race every year (!) but nobody with a working cerebrum 

was putting any significant money on Rich Strike to win. 

 

And sure enough, as the horses came around the final turn, Rich Strike, unsurprisingly, was 

in 17th place. Then the next 45 seconds shocked the world. The jockey riding Rich Strike 

pulled some jaw-dropping magic out of a hat! With an astounding display of deft 

maneuverability, somehow, someway, he managed to coax the horse into another gear. 

Incredibly, Rich Strike and his jockey weaved their way through traffic, and outran the 16 

horses in front of them, pulling away as a most unlikely winner! 

 

A few things struck me as I was watching a video replay of the race the other day with a 

friend of mine. First, I thought of the 200 million dollars wagered that was now down the 

proverbial drain. Such a shame! With that kind of money, I could have filled up my minivan 

with a full tank of gas for at least a month! 

 

Then I thought of how one can take inspiration from seeing proof positive that it’s never too 

late to grab victory from the jaws of defeat. Despite the odds, never, ever give up. Never 

stop believing. In truth, there are so many lessons to be learned from this story! But then 

my friend jokingly pointed out something (ok, maybe only half-jokingly), which really struck 

a chord with me. 

 

“Isn’t it interesting,” he mused, “that the media are all gathered around interviewing the 



jockey and nobody is interviewing the horse?! After all, the horse was the one that did all 

the actual, you know, racing!” 

 

This set off a heated philosophical debate between us. Indeed, who did deserve the credit 

here? The horse or the jockey? After all, the horse was the one actually running the race. But 

without the jockey “pulling the strings” and guiding from above, that horse really stood no 

chance of securing a victory. We went back-and-forth for a while on this and we realized 

just how much this relates to everyday life and our own relationship with God. 

 

Every single one of those horses, all 20 of them, from the odds on favorite all the way down 

to Rich Strike himself, are incredibly gifted. They have been blessed with amazing talent and 

abilities. And while we know that, aside of Mr. Ed of course (I loved watching reruns of that 

show growing up), a horse probably isn’t doing too much deep thinking or self 

introspection, but if it COULD think, it might be tempted to take all the credit for itself. 

 

“Look at me! I am among the biggest and fastest horses in the world!” 

 

“Nobody can outrun me!” 

 

“I’m cooler than the word 'equestrian!'” 

 

And so on and so forth... 

 

One could understand if these horses would be tempted to feel haughty and proud, if they 

might put their blinders on and hold their heads high as they look on with disdain at the 

world around them. And yet, as thinking human beings, we know that these horses don’t 

deserve any “credit” whatsoever for being fast or strong or agile. They were endowed with a 

gift from God. And they have trainers and jockeys and stable hands who work on them day 

and night to turn them into incredible race horses. 

 

Truthfully though, we are no different than horses; running in the derby of life. Hashem has 

blessed us all with tremendous talents and abilities. Each of us are unique with a different 

tool box of special skills and qualities, custom designed and tailor made for each individual 

by none other than God himself! And these gifts are wonderful. And we need to thank God 

every single day for them! But we mustn’t forget Who not only gave us those talents but 

Who is also guiding us and enabling us to use those talents to shine like a champion! 

 

Given this analogy, yes, it made perfect sense to be interviewing the jockey as opposed to 

the horse. Not only because you might get a more intelligent soundbite from the jockey, but 



also because the jockey is the one who took all that talent, strength, might, speed and 

agility, pulled it all together and turned out a Kentucky Derby winner! Interviewing the horse 

would be akin to interviewing the golf ball after a professional golfer hit a hole-in-one to 

win the Masters. We recognize the one behind the golf ball as opposed to the golf ball itself! 

 

So whether your name is Rich Strike, Secretariat or just “Plain Simple Jew”; whether we are 

talking about “race horses” or “resources,” we must never forget about the master jockey, 

the One Above. Come to think of it, if I ever own a racehorse, I think I’m calling him Plain 

Simple Jew. It has a nice ring to it! 

 


